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For this document I completed an eighteen week internship at Betterplace.org in Berlin. Betterplace.org is an online donations 
platform that connects people in need with people who want to help. It’s concept is simple but unique: people and organizations 
can tell their story online and ask for donations in money, kind, know-how and time. These donations are separated in needs, 
which are a specific product or service. 

The main product at Betterplace is the website. But the website is far from perfect. Betterplace is getting a lot of complaints from 
visitors that can’t use parts of the website. Statistics also show a lot of visitors leaving the website at unexpected pages. That’s 
why Betterplace offered me an internship as interaction designer, a profession I also want to do after graduating.  

My main job was to search and improve parts of the website that were confusing to visitors. Next to that, I also did a research 
about the tools and techniques used to measure and improve usability and user experience.

For my main job, I analyzed the website and looked for parts to improve. I also got a lot of information from customer com-
plaints, which I gathered from colleagues and the online feedback app on the Betterplace website. I then started to improve 
every part separately. 

The research started by investigating tools and techniques and doing desk research using the internet. Many sources have 
been tapped and comparisons were made. The recommendations from my research resulted in a big change in the design 
process of new pages and improvement of existing pages.  
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API    An Application Programming Interface (API) is software that enables interaction between software  
    programs. In general it rewrites output from program A in another format so program B can read it

Conversion Rate  Goals divided by number of visitors

EFT    Electronic funds transfer: the electronic exchange or transfer of money from one account to another

Facebox   jQuery-based lightbox which can display images, divs, or entire remote pages

Mock up   A scale or full-size model of a design or device, used for teaching, demonstration, design,    
    evaluation, promotion, and other purposes.

Open Graph Protocol Enables any web page to become a rich object in a social graph

Snippet   Small region of re-usable source code, machine code or text

Social Graph   The global mapping of everybody and how they’re related

Social Media   A group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations  
    of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content.

UX    User Experience

Widget   Small application that can be installed and executed within a web page by an end user
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This document is created for my graduation internship of eighteen weeks to complete my studies ICT & Media Design at the 
Fontys University of Applied Science in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. The internship took place at Betterplace.org in Berlin, 
Germany. 

Betterplace.org is an online platform connecting people in need with people who want to help. On betterplace.org you find so-
cial projects from around the world or in your own neighborhood. People can present themselves, the project and the people 
who benefit from it on betterplace.org – whether as an individual or an organization.

At Betterplace.org, the website is the product. But the website is far from perfect. Statistics show pages don’t work as expected 
and the marketing department gets a lot of complaints about confusing parts. That’s why Betterplace.org hired me as interac-
tion designer. My assignment was to search for flaws in the website and improve them whenever possible. The execution of 
these improvements can be found in chapter 4. 

Next to this assignment I had to do a research for school. For my research I chose to investigate tools and techniques to im-
prove user experience. During my research I answered the following questions:

 What is User Experience?
 Why is User Experience important to a company?
 Why have a UX Process? 
 Which tools and techniques are popular? 
 Which tools and techniques are other companies using?
 Which tools and techniques are relevant for Betterplace?

After my research I will give advice and recommendations to improve the design process for new pages and improvement of 
existing pages. My research can be found in a seperate document. 
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Betterplace is a global internet platform that connects individuals, organizations and companies directly with one another, 
founded by a group of individuals in 2007. Betterplace is a nonprofit organization trying to contribute to social responsibility 
worldwide. The vision of the founders is to turn a “world improvement business” into a sustainable, scalable and charitable 
venture.

Betterplace.org relies on donations from users all over the world. The concept is simple but unique; the site offers a list of 
charity projects, that are submitted by organizations. These projects are then divided into needs. A need can be a donation in 
money, kind, know-how or time. Other companies and individuals can donate to these needs. Betterplace ensures that 100% 
of donations are channeled to their intended target. 

For example:
In Sorata, Bolivia, an organization is raising money to build a small bakery for students. By operating this bakery, the students 
will improve nutrition and gain baking and business management skills. Also, they will support the local market and are able to 
produce food to fill shortages.  

A detailed description of the project will be placed on Betterplace and is divided into needs. Among these needs are bricks, 
loads of sand, cement, rebar, etcetera and are placed in order of priority. Visitors of Betterplace can donate per need. This way, 
the project stays transparent at all times. 

Betterplace is a nonprofit organization trying to contribute to social responsibility worldwide. The vision of the founders is to turn 
a “world improvement business” into a sustainable, scalable and charitable venture.
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Trust has always been a big issue with charities. Donators want to be sure their donations are spent well. In order to gain the 
trust of the visitors, Betterplace has introduced the web of trust. This web consists of different users who support the project 
and share their experiences with the person or organization responsible for the project and the project itself. This way the pro-
ject develops a differentiated evaluation system, which prevents fraud, increases project efficiency and enables supporters to 
choose projects that suit their criteria.
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By visiting a project

People who have seen a project with their own eyes and report about their experiences on the project page. These reports are 
supported by photos, videos, interviews, testimonials, etcetera. 

By vouching for a person

People who are convinced that the person or organization is reliable. These people are called Advocates and vouch for a pro-
jects on the basis of personal experience, specific expertise or direct relations to the project. On the project page they explain 
why a project is trustworthy. 

By supporting a project 

People who have donated to a project. On the project page they can leave comments, describing their interest and commitment 
to the project and their reasons for donating. 

By carrying a project

Local and international organizations that carry projects. These companies have gained trust over years of experience and 
expertise.

Donators will receive updates about the progress of the project. Every time a need is fulfilled, they will get an email. This way 
they know that one of the projects goals is accomplished and that their effort hasn’t been for nothing.
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On the one side, Betterplace is sup-
ported by sponsors who donate money 
directly to the non-profit Foundation. 

On the other side, Betterplace offers 
Corporate Social Responsibility solu-
tions to corporations via a registered 
daughter company Betterplace Solu-
tions GmbH. Any profit gained is redi-
rected straight back into the non-profit 
Foundation.
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Betterplace.org is depending on online donations from its visitors. As one of the biggest donation websites in Germany, it’s 
under continuous development and is always evolving to meet the changing demands. But the website is far from perfect. Sta-
tistics show too many people leave the site without making a donation. 

The main objective of my internship is to improve the user experience for the Betterplace.org website. The website is the main 
product of the company, but it shows a lot of flaws. These flaws result in a low conversion rate and thus the loss of donations 
and co-donations. 

Betterplace has two channels of income: money from investors and co-donations from independent donors. All donations are 
100% forwarded to the project. A co-donation is usually a percentage on top of the donated amount. For instance, someone 
who donates 100 euro to a charity may make a co-donation of 15%. The co-donation amount in this case is 15 euro, which 
goes directly to Betterplace.

Therefore, it’s of great importance that visitors make a donation at Betterplace.org. Statistics show a lot of visitors leave the site 
without making a donation. By improving the user experience for the website, we hope to keep visitors satisfied and encourage 
them to make donations and co-donations.

The other side of my internship is my research. By investigating the tools and techniques to improve user experience, I hope to 
improve the creation and improvement of pages for the website. The outcome of this research will result in a change within the 
companies process for creating and improving elements on the website. 
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Main Assignment

The goal for my assignment is to increase the user experience and increase donations and co-donations. Parts improved by 
me must be up and running during my internship. After that we are going to measure statistics to see if the edited parts show 
actual improvement. Because the internship period is too short to see actual change, these statistics won’t be documented in 
this report. 

Edit: while working at Betterplace.org, I realized that some parts of the website are more important than others. That’s why I’ve 
created concepts for some pages, but there was no time to create them, because other pages had a priority. That’s why part of 
my assignments will be up and running on the website, while others are concepts that will be created later in less busy periods.

Research

The goal of my research is to investigate tools and techniques to improve user experience. My goal is to select the tools rel-
evant to Betterplace and implement them on the website. By convincing my colleagues at Betterplace about the value of my 
research and the recommended tools and techniques, I want to make a change in the way Betterplace creates and improves 
elements on the website. 
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Main Assignment

For my main assignment, I will do a lot of analyzing and information gathering. This way it will become clear which elements of 
the Betterplace website are bad and confusing. I will then present these parts to my supervisor during a one on one meeting, 
where we’ll discuss if it’s possible to improve these parts. In these meetings we’ll consider time, costs, technical aspects and 
importance of that particular element. 

After I get approval to create or improve an element, I start sketching first designs and ask for feedback from the rest of the 
office. After iterating this process a couple of times I make mock ups in Adobe Photoshop. I then ask the rest of the office for 
more feedback on these mock ups. After iterating this process for some times, I make a final mock up, which is presented to  
the management and the investors. When the final mock up is approved, we can create that element and implement is on the 
Betterplace website. 

Research

In order to answer the questions concerning, ”what is User Experience?”, “why is User Experience important for a company?”, 
and “why create a UX process?” I will first and foremost use secondary data.

Qualitative research will take place in the form of meetings with my supervisor and the company’s development department. 
During these meetings I will collect data concerning Betterplace’ mission statement and vision and get an insight of the tools 
and techniques valuable to the company.

The quantitative research in this document will be the testing of tools and techniques. During this part of my research I will com-
pare price, compatibility, features and usability. The outcome of this research will give me an answer to the question “Which 
tools and techniques are relevant for Betterplace?”.
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Betterplace hired me as interaction designer. During my internship I worked close with Niklas Sum, head of Product manage-
ment. With this department, we worked close with a team of developers who did most of the backend stuff. This way, the two 
departments worked together to create new content and improve the website. 

For example:  for the donations page I did the research and the lay out. After I created the final mock up, I sliced it and send it 
to a developer, who did the coding behind the page. 

There are two reasons for me not doing the back end coding for my designs:

First of all, there was one person responsible for the coding behind the entire website: Chief technology officer Daniel Hahn. He 
only allowed code from colleagues he trusts and even then he checked it and changed it to keep his code clean. 

The second reason is the development department is working with Ruby on Rails, a open source web framework. Since I have 
no experience with Ruby on Rails, I wasn’t able to do any coding. 

Next to assignments in this report I did a lot of tasks around the office, such as designing, small research and help out col-
leagues, but these tasks are too small to document in this report. 
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The donations page is one of the most important pages for Betterplace.org. It’s the part where donors make their transactions to 
the projects they want to support. It’s also the page where donors are given the opportunity to support Betterplace, by donating 
a percentage to the company. 

But the current donations page has a major problem. Research shows that the conversion rate of the donations page is 20%. 
In other words: for every ten people who go to our website, choose a project, click ‘Donate now’ and are forwarded to the page, 
only two people successfully finish it. 

The other problem is the position of the payment methods. These are placed in tabs on top of the page, but a lot of visitors 
complain they cannot find them. This means the position of the payment methods isn’t ideal. At this point visitors can pay my 
direct debit, credit card or Paypal, but it the future there might be more options. 

My assignment is to design a new donations page with the following requirements: 

Payment Methods

At this point there are three payment options, with a fourth under way (PayBack). In the future there might be up to six payment 
methods, but some projects don’t accept all payment options. Therefore, the form must look good with two as well as six pay-
ment options. 

Everything must be on one page

With every click you will lose visitors. That’s why it’s required to put the whole form on one page, instead of for example a step 
by step form.  If new fields show up with every submit, people will be annoyed and lose interest. 
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Once I got all the details for this assignment, I started with an analysis of donations pages from competitors and payment pages 
from well known e-commerce sites. This gave me an idea of the way other sites handle their payments and gave me some 
pointers for the new page.

Many sites offer less payment methods then Betterplace.org. Most of the sites offer payment by bank transfer or by credit card, 
but only a few offer several options like Betterplace. Sites that do offer several methods of payment are often confusing or have 
to many steps. With every step, people will lose interest and the charity will lose donations. 

Some charity sites offer Gift cards. People receive an amount as a gift, which they can donate to a charity of choice. This might 
be an option for Betterplace to look into. People who receive a gift card  will have to go to the site, which creates brand aware-
ness. They also might be charmed by the site, which triggers them to visit more often. 

Competitors also offer their donors the option to donate once or on regular bases. This can be monthly, quarterly of every year. 
This isn’t very lucrative for Betterplace, because they only do short projects, but it might be an option for bigger projects in the 
future. 
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After analyzing other sites, I did a content analysis for the old donations page. By analyzing this page, I was able to find out 
which of the old page was good and which was bad.
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0. Facebox: when people aren’t logged in to their Betterplace account, a facebox pops up and asks the visitors if they want to 
log in or donate as guest, in which case they can register later.

1. Payment Methods: Payment methods are on top of the page, but visitors have complained they have a hard time finding 
them. The new page should have an option to hold up to six payment methods. 

2. Choose amount: people fill out the amount they want to donate. There’s also an option to fulfill the need. 

3. Enter your Details: email, first and last name. They also have the opportunity to get a receipt for tax purposes. 

4. Payment details

5. Support Betterplace: Betterplace is a nonprofit platform which forwards 100% of the donations to charity, but the company 
is also relying on personal donations for running costs, such as personnel, computers, improvements, etcetera. That’s why the 
company asks for a small percentage on top of the donation. The support dropdown box is set to 15% and has multiple options: 
5 – 25%, ‘other amount’ and ‘not this time’.

6. Register option (checkbox): if visitors aren’t logged on, they have the opportunity to register an account.  

7. Secure Payment Logo

8. Donate Now Button

9. Donation summary 
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The first thing I’ve noticed is the facebox with the login option. Faceboxes can be very helpful if you only have a small part of 
content and don’t want to spent an entire page on it. On this occasion the facebox pops up unwanted and proves to be very 
annoying for people trying to make a donation. 

The payment methods on top of the page are pretty obvious,  but I can see how people with very little to no computer experi-
ence can overlook them. Also, it doesn’t have room for more than four options, which might become a problem in the future. 
The amount box also causes some problems. If the amount is higher than the outstanding amount of the need, they will get 
an error, but no explanation why they can’t donate more. For example, someone wants to donate € 100,- to a charity, but the 
need only needs € 60,- more to be fulfilled, the donor gets an error. It’s pretty weird to tell someone they can only donate less 
money than they intended. A solution might be to give them an option to fulfill this need and donate the rest to other needs from 
the same project.

Research shows us that the fulfill need option is hardly used. I suggest we leave it out of the new donation page. 

The support dropdown box standard is set to 15%. I doesn’t matter if you donate € 10,- or € 1000,-, it is always set to 15%. I 
suggest we implement a system in which the percentage is subordinate to the donation amount. For example, if you donate 
over € 100,- the support will automatically change to 10%. This way, the donor can still change the support percentage, but 
won’t be put off by the high amount. 

Just before finishing a donation, there’s a checkbox to register an account. People will very easily mistake this for an agreement 
checkbox. Visitors might accidentally register an account, but without their knowledge of it, they will never use it. The next time 
they want to make a donation, the form will show an error, because the email they use will already be registered. With every 
error the form shows, visitors are more likely to abandon the donations page. Therefore I suggest to put the register option on 
the post donations page. 
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After I had collected the needed information I started drawing my first designs. I started with paper and pencil, because this is a 
fast and easy way to draw a lot of designs. By drawing some radical designs I got some new ideas about how the page should 
look like. After drawing about thirty different designs, I organized a meeting with my colleagues and got feedback from them. 
Some of my colleagues have a very strong opinion and vision about the website and I got a lot of good feedback from them. 

I then went back to the drawing table and started drawing more designs for the page, this time more detailed. After iterating this 
process a couple of times, I then started to design some early mock ups with Adobe Photoshop. 

When I had three mock ups, I tested them around the office. By asking colleagues for their opinions, I got a lot of information, 
but my colleagues might know the site too well. That’s why I went outside the office to get some feedback. 

I first went to the Free University of Berlin. I chose the Free university of Berlin, because I thought people there would respond 
positive to a short survey. Although taking surveys there proved to be harder than I thought, I did get some usable feedback. I 
then went back to the drawing table to redo the mock ups. 

I decided to go out on the street and ask people for their opinion. I printed a page showing a charity raising money for  the Japan 
tsunami incident. Then I asked people to pretend a friend sent them a link to that page and asked them to donate money. The 
attendant would agree and “clicks” the donate button. After that I showed them three mock ups and asked which one was the 
clearest and the most logical to them.

After this I redid the mock ups a couple of times and evaluated them with my colleagues. I then made a final mock up which 
can be seen on the next page. 
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First of all, I got rid of the facebox. This feature popped up unwanted and turned out to be more annoying than useful. User now 
have the options to register an account underneath their personal details. 

To the left is the final result of the donations page. The page looks much cleaner than the old donations page. In the first box 
you can enter the amount of money you want to donate to the charity. It also shows the co-donation amount, which goes to 
Betterplace. 

The standard amount for a co-donation is 15%, but we decided to connect this percentage to the donation amount. If a visitor 
donates more than 100 euro, the co-donation automatically skips to 10% and if donations are over 1000 euro, it skips to 5%. 
Users can still change this amount, but by lowering the percentage we hope they won’t be startled by the high co-donation Bet-
terplace is considering. 

I moved the payment options to the left, because that way they’re more obvious for users. If Betterplace decides to add more 
payment options in the future, they can use smaller buttons and add the extra options underneath. 

In the middle of the page are the personal details and the secure payment logo, to assure users to exchange their payment 
details. 

The page can be seen live on Betterplace.org.
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After users made a donation, they were send back to the project page. By adding a post donation page, this can be used to 
trigger the user to do other stuff like add a comment, check out similar projects, etcetera. Therefore, my next assignment was 
to create a post donation page.

Create a post donation page to trigger the users after they made a donation. 

Goals

Confirm the donation: assures the user that the donation was a success. 

Thanks from the project organization: a personal thanks from the project organization. 

If not logged in: register: trigger the user to register. By registering, the user will receive updates about the project and can be-
come part of the Betterplace community. 

Leave a comment: by leaving a comment, the user can trigger other users to support the project. 

Request receipt: for tax purposes, a tax receipt can be send to the user

Share with social media: by sharing the project with social media, the user can convince friends to also visit Betterplace
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I started thinking about elements to put on the page. I also checked pages from competitors to get some inspiration. 

I came up with the following list:

Confirm donation: show the user that his donation went well 
Receipt: give the donor the option to get a receipt for tax purposes
Option to Register: if the donor is not registered yet, give him the option to create a profile
Leave a Comment: leave a comment about the project for the organization or other users
Thanks from Organization: a thank you word from the organization
Social Media: links to social media sites from Betterplace
Newsletter: option to subscribe to newsletter
Widget: option to get Betterplace widget
Invite friends: invite friends to check out the project 
Bookmark Page: bookmark the project page to keep up to date

After a meeting with my colleagues we arranged the elements from most to least valuable. We then chose the elements that 
definitely should be on the post donations page. These elements are donation conformation, receipt, option to register, add 
comment, newsletter, thanks from the organization and Betterplace social media. 

I started drawing my first designs, but it lead to a lot of problems. It was impossible for me to display the amount of elements 
we wanted on one page. The pages would have gotten too crowded and confusing. That’s why I opted to add two post dona-
tion pages.

I then created mock ups using Adobe Photoshop.
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The first thing the user sees on page one is a message, which assures the user the donation was a success. Beneath that the 
user has the option to get a receipt or register an account. This last one is only visible when the visitor is not logged in. 

Beneath is the option for the user to leave a comment. If the user is logged in, their picture is shown and they have the option 
to show their name, picture and donation amount. There’s also an option to receive the newsletter. 

The second donations page contains a personal thanks from the project organization. The project organization has the option 
to fill them out personally or show a standard one made by Betterplace. Finally the user has the option to share the project with 
social media.  

After the mock ups were approved we created the pages and implemented them on the website. The result can be seen on 
Betterplace.org after making a donation to a project.
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In order to reach more people, I researched the social media options for Betterplace. Betterplace already has profiles at several 
social platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter and XING, but we don’t have any integrated options yet. My task was to research 
the available options and technical feasibility.

At this moment, Facebook is one of the biggest social networks worldwide, with over 600 million active users and still growing. 
Therefore it wasn’t a big surprise that Facebook integration was our biggest priority. Other networks like Twitter, LinkedIn and 
XING are also growing every day, but don’t offer as much options as Facebook. If the Facebook integration turns out to be a 
success, we might look into other popular social networks, but for now we’ll focus on Facebook. 

My assignment is to research Facebook options and create a login process.

Research Facebook Connect Options

My first task was to research the Facebook connect options and find out how long it would take to implement it on the Better-
place website. 

Create Login Process

If the Facebook connect was a feasible option, I had to work out a process to create a new profile or login to the Betterplace 
website.
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In order to support Facebook options, the Facebook Platform provides a set of APIs and tools which enable 3rd party develop-
ers to integrate with the Open Graph Protocol. This protocol enables you to integrate your Web pages into the social graph. 
Facebook Platform has evolved from enabling development just on Facebook.com to one also supporting integration across 
the web and devices.

The Facebook connect option enables users to login to Betterplace with their Facebook profile instead of setting up a separate 
profile on the website. It also supplies extra information and pictures. When users register with their Facebook profile, they have 
to give Betterplace permission to access their personal data. All the information we need is on their Facebook profile and they 
only have to set up a password. This makes it really easy to set up an profile. 

Another great advantage besides to the ease of setting up a new profile is the amount of information we can get from a Face-
book profile. This enables us to create detailed Betterplace profiles with more information and pictures. This way the profiles 
become more three dimensional, which contributes a lot to the Betterplace community. 

When visitors want to use the Facebook connect options, they have the give Betterplace permission to access their data. This 
can be access to their name, address etcetera, but it also provides options to access their Facebook wall. This means Bet-
terplace can place posts on their wall, as long as it’s not considered spam. This is a great way to reach a lot of people and 
therefore important for Betterplace. 

With this in mind, I started to make sketches about how the process would work. I had to consider every possible scenario and 
dealt with questions like at which point can people choose a password and what if the email address is already in use under an 
existing profile? After working out every single possible scenario I designed a flowchart. 
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When the flowchart was complete we researched the technical side again and discussed it step-by-step with the developers. 
After the process was approved we started thinking about the buttons that have to be implemented on the website. There were 
two main options to connect with Facebook: create new Betterplace profile of merge with existing Betterplace profile. 

For the new users, the process was easy: the click a “connect with Facebook” button, grant Betterplace access to their profile 
and the rest was done automatically. When they try to login next time, they can either use their Name/password combo or use 
the ”connect with Facebook” button again. This way the buttons also functions as a login button. 

The process for the existing users was a bit harder, because when you merge two profiles (Betterplace and Facebook) you 
will get double data that might not be the same. For example, your Facebook profile may have your official name, but you use 
a nickname for your Betterplace profile. We’ve decided, in case of conflicting data, to use the data from Betterplace, because 
these users chose to display this information when they registered their Betterplace profile. 

To merge a Facebook profile with a Betterplace profile, you’ll also need to insert your Betterplace password. This is necessary, 
because otherwise visitors are able to access and edit existing Betterplace profiles, by creating a Facebook profile with the 
same email address.
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After the process was finished and approved by the developers, I had to look into permissions that are interesting to Better-
place. Permissions are specific to the website or application asking for them, not for all of Facebook or other Facebook users. 
There are dozens of permissions which can be included into the process, but I chose to only include the permissions that are 
interesting to Betterplace, because the permissions themselves can sometimes be alarming. If visitors are scared off by a long 
list of permissions, they will leave the site and you will lose possible donors. 

Post to my wall

A post on your Facebook wall can be seen by everyone connected to your profile. This way Betterplace can reach a lot of new 
users. Again, watch out for spamming. 

Access my basic information

Includes name, profile, picture, gender, networks, user ID, 
list of friends and any other information I’ve shared with eve-
ryone. This information is needed to set up the profile. 

Send me email

Option for website to email the user directly. This is an inter-
esting option for Betterplace. By sending mail, Betterplace 
can keep users updated about projects they supported or 
trigger them to donate to a project. Don’t send to many 
emails. If it’s considered spamming, you’re users can be-
come annoyed and Facebook can disconnect your site from 
Facebook Connect. 
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After I worked out all the details for the Facebook connect process, it was up to me to im-
plement the buttons into the website. I chose to implement the buttons on three locations

Registration Page

Whenever a new user registers an account they have to option to fill out the standard form 
or use the Facebook Connect option. 

Login Page

If a user wants to login to his profile, he can also use the Facebook Connect option. If a 
user already has a Betterplace profile, the two will merge into one. 
 

Donations Page 

A lot of users forget to login to their profile. That’s why we added the Facebook connect 
option to the donations page. The donation is added to your profile and other users can 
see which projects you have supported in the past. 

Because I have never worked with an API before, I wasn’t able to edit this for the Betterplace website. That’s why one of the 
developers edited the API and implemented it on the website. The result can be seen on Betterplace.org.
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For this assignment I was asked to think of a new process for charities to access the donations. At this point, a charity will only 
get the donated money when a need is fulfilled. This can take months and if the need isn’t fulfilled after six months, the money 
will return to the donor in form of a coupon. This is bad for the organization as well as the donor. 

Betterplace transfers 100% of the donations to the designated charity. The problem with this policy is that Betterplace has to 
pay for the bank transfer, otherwise the 100% guaranty would be jeopardized. While these extra costs aren’t very significant 
for transfers within Europe, a transfer to African countries can cost up to 25 dollars. That’s why the process must only be used 
in times of need.

Create a process for charities to transfer money in times of need. 

Minimal amount

There should be a minimum amount which can be transferred through the process. An international transfer is very expensive, 
so the amount should be practical.

Minimal waiting period

When someone donated money to a charity by EFT, he or she has the ability to cancel the transfer within a period of time. Bet-
terplace uses a period of two weeks, so the money transferred through the process must have been with Betterplace for two 
weeks.

Only in times of need

As said before, an international transfer can be very expensive. Therefore the process can only be used if a charity really needs 
the money and cannot be a way for charities to get some quick cash.
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With this information in mind I started thinking for ways to make the process work. I gathered a lot of information from col-
leagues about the transfer process as it is and some ideas for the process.

After some meetings with colleagues and a lot of drawing, I came up with the Cash Out Page. This was an extra option in the 
charity’s home page which enables the administrator to request money from their donations.

Scenario

1.  Organization logs on to Betterplace.org and uses CashOut Button on the project page.
2. User fills out CashOut page. He specifies needs and adds a blog post in which he explains why he needs the money  
 now. If the request meets the requirements (minimal amount, blog post added) status is set to Pending.
3. A colleague at Betterplace receives an automatic email with the request and the filled out form. He also checks the   
 blog post. He can then approve or deny the request. 
4. If request is approved, the request status is changed to Approved. Within two weeks the requested amount will be 
 transfered to the charity.
5. If request is denied, the request status is changed to Denied. Bjorn sends the charity an email explaining why the 
 request is denied and gives them the opportunity to fix it. 

By specifying the needs in step 2, users have to explain why they need the money now. If this is specification is insufficient, the 
request will be denied. This way charities can only use the CashOut option in times of need. Users also have to add a blog post 
about their recent activity, which makes the project page  more interesting for donors. 

With this scenario in mind I started to draw the design for the page. From these drawings I created a couple of mock ups in 
Adobe Photoshop. 
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1. Blog post isn’t satisfactory
2. Request is below minimum amount
3. Requested amount is higher than donated amount
4. Needs specification isn’t in order
5. Donations haven’t been with Betterplace for two weeks (EFT can be canceled within two weeks)

After we presented this concept to the rest of the company, we were waiting for approval from the investors. Unfortunately the 
investors had been discussing the use of needs on the website. When Betterplace started, the needs system made the website 
unique compared to others. It provided maximum transparency, but lately the system was causing a lot of confusion. 

Another problem with the needs system was the administration. The financial department had to make a lot of extra hours to 
maintain the needs system. For these reasons the investors were thinking of a new system, which didn’t include needs.

This all happened without our knowledge. When we were going to present the CashOut concept to the investors, they told us 
the future of the needs was uncertain, so we decided that building the page was to great of a risk. If the investors decide the 
needs will stay, Betterplace will implement the CashOut concept later. 
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In order to spread the Betterplace name and featured projects, every project page offers a widget showing information about 
the project. Partners can copy this widget by simply copying a snippet of HTML code, which can be implemented on their web-
site. This way, visitors from their website can click the widget, which forwards them to the project page. 

There aren’t many projects that actually use the widget, because it’s old and outdated. The design doesn’t look good and the 
widget often doesn’t work well. That’s why I’m designing a new widget.

Design a new widget to replace the old one. 

There are no other requirements for this assignment.
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This assignment had no requirements attached, which made it kind of hard in the beginning. The old widget was too small, but I 
had no idea how big then new widget had to be. Therefore I got some inspiration from widgets from other sites and investigated 
some sites that where going to use the widget in the future. 

I chose 260*160, because this looked best on most partner sites. I then made a list of possible content: 

 Betterplace Logo
 Project Picture
 Project Name
 Total amount Donated
 Total donations
 Latest Donations
 Progress Bar
 Donate now Button

Because the widget wasn’t big enough for all these items we had to scrap some. 
I started making sketches and tried a lot of combinations. In the end I chose for 
Project Picture, Project Name, Total Donations, Progress Bar, Call-to-action But-
ton and Betterplace Logo. The result can be seen on the left.

The implementation of the widget was rather easy, because most of the code was 
already on the site. We updated the code for the widget and cleaned up the code 
for the website.

Project organizers and supporters can easily spread the widget. All they need is 
to copy an iframe and paste it into their website HTML. 

The widget can be seen live under the ‘Spread the Project’ button in the project pages.
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A lot of people don’t seem to get the concept behind Betterplace.org. Most people don’t get the needs system and there’s other 
confusing stuff as well. That’s why I made a new concept to improve the how it works page. 

The How it works page is a mess at this moment. There’s way to much text and there doesn’t seem to be a systematic ap-
proach. The Frequently Asked Questions page (FAQ) doesn’t offer much help either. It’s very hard to get the concept behind 
Betterplace from the How it works pages. 

If users don’t get the concept behind the website, they are more likely to leave. This will costs you visitors and donations. 

Design mock ups for a new How it works section.

Systematic Approach

The format behind Betterplace must be clear

Concept only

For now I only have to make mock ups for the concept. Betterplace is planning to develop these pages in the future, but some 
of the pictures and videos haven’t been created yet. 
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To gather information I interviewed some colleagues. Dennis from marketing worked on a new How It Works section some time 
ago, so I could get a lot of information from him. I then started to divide the information from my colleagues into groups. 

I came up with this concept: 

Page 1: Concept - How does it work?

We start with explaining the concept behind Betterplace. By explaining the ‘how’ behind Betterplace, we get the attention of the 
visitors.

Page 2: Vision - Why support Betterplace?

After the visitor learned the concept behind Betterplace, it’s time for the ‘why’ part. This page contains a video, texts and pic-
tures about the local and global effects of supported projects.

Page 3: The result - The effects from previous projects

On the third page, we show news articles and quotes from the media. There are a lot of stories about Betterplace, all positive. 
This will have a positive effect on the visitor.

Page 4: Donors - Who?

The last page contains the ‘who’ part of Betterplace. This page contains top donors, user quotes, organizations etcetera.

With this concept approved by my supervisor, I started creating some mock ups. These mock ups are very basic, because a 
lot of pictures and videos are missing. This is because they haven’t been created yet. The person responsible for this hadn’t 
had the time to create them. 
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Concept: How does it work?

• Movie explaining the concept behind Betterplace.org. 
• Text about transparency
• Text about Web of Trust
• Text about 100% Guarantee + how BP is financed
• Info about Fundraisers

Vision: Why support Betterplace?

• Movie Till Behnke about vision BP (not filmed yet)
• Texts Dennis about donating, efficiency and effects
 

The result: The effects from previous projects

• Media articles 
• Quotes from Media
• Quotes from Organizations

Donors: Who?

• Google maps image with photos of projects
• The team (clickable image)
• Supporters who have donated 10.000+, 1.000+, 1+
• Supporters who donated in kind
• User Quotes
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Betterplace was receiving a lot of complaints about the projects search page. This page contains a search bar which doesn’t 
work very well. The bar needs very specific search terms, which means if you don’t type a word exactly, you search will be 
incomplete. 

The page also contains filters, but these can very easily be overlooked. Another problem with the filters is they can’t be deleted. 
If you for instance filter projects by country and than by category, there’s no option to delete the country filter. This can be very 
confusing. 

The developers have also been working on a world map containing all the projects. This world map must also be integrated 
into the design of the page.  

Design a new Projects Search Page

Filters 

The filters must have a more prominent place on the website and must be easier to use.

Search Bar

The search engine must be updated to get more complete results.

World Map

The design must have an integrated world map. 
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Before I started to design a new projects search page, I did some research into other sites and search behavior from the Bet-
terplace visitors. 

I started by analyzing pages from competitors and well known sites. This gave me a lot of inspiration, but it was very hard to 
integrate the filters and the world map into the design. There aren’t many sites that have a search bar, filters and a world map 
integrated in one. It’s very hard to integrate these three into one page and make it clear for the users. 

I decided to do a research into the search behavior of the Betterplace visitors. This way I was hoping to gain insight about how 
visitors try to search for and filter projects. For this research I got the statistics from Betterplace.org. 

Research results

A lot of visitors search for projects near them. They enter city or state names into the search bar. This shows people are willing 
to search on a local level. The old search bar only provided results for a local search if the search term was in the projects title 
bar.

Filters like responsibility and tax deductable are rarely used. They can be left out or implemented another way.

The category filters are the most used filters, but visitors are still searching for themes. This indicates some people can’t find 
or understand the filters.

A lot of people search for objects to donate, for example donate car. This can’t be realized with the search bar. There is a navi-
gation on top of the page the switch the needs from money to needs in kind, but people don’t seem to notice that. 
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1. Needs Navigation
2. Search Bar
3. List of Features Projects
4. Project Summary
5. Register Project Button
6. How to find a project
7. Filters

The first thing I noticed were the outdated project displays. These are designed a couple of years ago, but nowadays they look 
old fashioned. Therefore, I want to design some new project displays. 

The option to browse for needs is not very visible on the top of the page. At first I didn’t notice them at all, plus lot of people are 
complaining about this. I want to give this feature a more prominent place. 

The filters on the right aren’t very obvious. I want to delete some and display the more usable ones on top of the page. 

The Register Now buttons has no place on this page. I’d rather take it out and put it on another page. 

The how do I find a project box should disappear. We have to design the new search in such a way it’s obvious to people how 
it works.

First Sketches

After I worked out the good and the bad I started to work out some sketches, but it proved harder than I thought. I knew the 
search terms and filters people used, but I didn’t know how people search for projects. Do visitors of Betterplace know what 
they are looking for or do they browse around and then start filtering? For these questions and more I did some more research 
and worked out possible scenarios, which can be found on the next page.
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This additional research is done by interviewing colleagues and analyze more search data. After this research I came up with 
the following conclusion:

There are three types of people who visit Betterplace.org

Visitors who want to support projects on a location

Part of the Betterplace visitors want to support a location, like a continent, country, region or city. There are two main reasons 
for this:

The first group wants to support something near them. We realized this when we found out a lot of people from Berlin search 
for projects near Berlin.  

The second group visited a location or seen it on television and want to support that exact location. 

For these visitors the world map would be an outcome. Supported by Google maps, they can open the world map and search 
for their location. The new search bar will also include tags, so if a project is tagged under Africa, it’s possible to find it by typing 
Africa in the search bar. This wasn’t possible with the old search bar. 

Visitors who want to support a category

The second group contains visitors who want to support a category. For example: visitors who want to fight hunger in the world. 

Visitors who don’t know what they want

The third group doesn’t have any idea what they want to support. They heard about Betterplace and are just browsing around 
till they see something they like. For this group, all the search options (search bar, world map, categories) are interesting. 

My next step was to design a new page which included a search bar, world map and categories.
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After a lot of sketching I came up with a new concept, which included a top bar with search bar, world map and categories in 
one. Also, the categories should have icons, so they are more recognizable. 

The bar should look like this

I also created icons for the categories:
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The mock up in the upper left corner is how visitors will see the page without having searched for something. Above the projects 
you can see the box with three search options. 

The visitors who want to search now have the following options: 

Use the Search Bar (upper right)

By entering a search term in the bar they can specify the project they want. After the search is done, the top box disappears 
and filters appear on the right. This way they can filter their results. 

Use the World Map (lower left)

After visitors click the world map, they are forwarded to a full screen map with a location search bar on the top and filters on 
the left. 

Use Categories Filter (lower right)

After using the filter, the page stays the same. There are eight categories in total, but the search box only shows the four 
most popular. This is because the box didn’t fit eight icons. Underneath the categories there’s a Show all Categories button. If 
clicked, the search box above will disappear en the other categories will appear. 

During the development of the projects search page the world map wasn’t working accordingly. That’s why we postponed the 
deployment of the projects search page. This page will soon be live on Betterplace.org/en/projects.
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During my internship I made some radical changes to the Betterplace website, but only time will tell us the impact of these im-
provements. Most of these changes I made with feedback from my supervisor and colleagues. Between them there is a lot of 
knowledge and experience in the world of charities and donations, so I’m convinced the changes are for the better. 

We also made some changes that weren’t within my field of expertise, like the Facebook Connect function. Seeing the popu-
larity of Facebook today I’m sure that this will also generate new users and improve the Betterplace community. I learned a lot 
from this assignment and I’m glad I could be part of it.

My research also had a big impact on the company. After documenting about A/B testing and Multivariate testing, several col-
leagues couldn’t wait to start the first tests. Even my boss used the term A/B testing on weekly bases, so my research definitely 
hasn’t been a waste. I hope my colleagues from product management and development will continue using my advice and 
improve the Betterplace website.

The only downside are the assignments that are in concept form, but haven’t been created or implemented. Some concepts 
are fully worked out, but when we wanted to create them, management told us to work on another assignment and the concept 
was put on a sidetrack. I’m convinced these concepts will be created and implemented later, but I’d rather created them at that 
moment.   
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Now my internship has come to an end, I can only conclude the time just flew by. Four months sounds like a long time, but when 
you’re working, it’s over before you know it. Looking back at my internship, there are some things I would have done different, 
but then again, I now know things I didn’t know at the start, and I learned a lot from it. 

Cultural Differences

Although Berlin is not that far from the Netherlands, there are some mayor cultural differences in the business environment. My 
colleagues from Berlin saw each other rather as co-workers instead of friends. Personal live was never really an subject, which 
makes it really hard to get to know people. The first few weeks I had a very hard time blending in with my colleagues.

At Betterplace I’ve got the opportunity to work with a lot of different nationalities. I had colleagues from Germany, England, 
France, Hungry, Spain and Korea. It was interesting to talk about national differences, but they also had their own work ethics, 
which could be confusing. It did give me the opportunity to understand other cultures and helped me to overcome stereotypes.

Language Barrier

Although everyone at Betterplace spoke perfect English, the main language used was German. When I started my internship, 
my German skills weren’t very good. I had my last German courses over ten years ago and back then I only had two years of 
German. This meant I had to improve my German,  because most of the meetings also were in German. 

The first couple of weeks I improved my German skills by watching a lot of German television and I taking an online German 
course. After that I understood most of the German during meetings and if I didn’t fully get something, I wrote it down and asked 
Niklas later. This way I got along while bettering myself in German. 

My meetings with Niklas were all in English. At the end of my internship, my German skills were pretty good, but it’s hard to 
use technical terms in German. It’s also difficult to make a point in a language you don’t fully master. That’s why we chose to 
do all one on one meetings in English. Even though my English was good before I started my internship, I was able to perfect 
it in Berlin. 
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Lack of communication

One thing that really bothered me at Betterplace was the lack of communication in the office. Especially the information gained 
in higher meetings, which I couldn’t attend, wasn’t always shared with the rest of the office. 

Take for example the case with the CashOut concept. While we were creating a new process to transfer money to project 
organizations, others were discussing to get rid of the current format. This caused us to put a lot of work into an assignment, 
which couldn’t be used. Although the needs are still part of the Betterplace format and there’s a big chance the CashOut con-
cept will be implemented after all, it’s annoying to hear your work might have been for nothing. 

Lots of colleagues with lots of opinions

Something I realized is you can’t satisfy everyone. Some of my colleagues have a very strong opinion about the website. These 
opinions can be very different and you have to disappoint some people. 

For example, I set up a office wall test with three mock ups for the donations page. One contained a picture of the supported 
project. One colleague was convinced you had to create an emotional connection until the transaction is over. Another col-
league contradicted this by saying the emotional connection is already made before they were forwarded to the donations 
page. This resulted in a one hour discussion, with no result. Eventually I decided not to include the picture, also due to technical 
reasons. Looking back, we should have A/B tested it and waited for the result, but at that point I hadn’t finished my research. 

As I said before, you can’t satisfy everyone. As an interaction designer I was hoping to gain information from the experience 
and knowledge from my co-workers, but instead I lost a lot of time. Next time, I will make decisions like this one myself. 

Internship Abroad

I’m really glad I chose an international internship at Betterplace.org. Berlin is a great city, with a great history and I learned a lot 
at my internship, but also in my spare time. There are some thing you just can’t learn from an internship close to home. Things 
as being independent, meeting people in a city abroad and finding your place in a bizarre capitol. I would recommend everyone 
to do an internship abroad. 
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Interaction Design

Since my first internship in Curaçao, I wanted to be an interaction designer. Back then I created an interface for a touch screen 
monitor and I was looking for something similar for my final internship. When Betterplace offered me this internship, I was a bit 
skeptic, because the product was a website, which I’m not that interested in. 

Looking back, I’m glad I took this internship. Assignments like the donations page, projects search page and widget were actu-
ally like designing an interface. When you’re designing an interface for a touch screen, you have a lot of freedom, which you 
don’t have with a web browser. This way I learned to improvise and adjust to the assignment. 

My research also added a lot to my experience as interaction designer. At first, I didn’t think the research was going to be such 
a big part of my internship, but as time went by and I learned more about the subject, it really was an asset to the company and 
my personal  knowledge of User Experience and usability testing. 

Planning

One thing that still bothers me is my planning. It’s very hard for me to estimate how much time I am going to spent on an as-
signment. For my assignments for Betterplace, this wasn’t a big problem, because there were no real deadlines. As long as a 
product could be improved I was working on it. 

My lack of planning was truly visible during my research. I spend a lot of time searching and testing tools and techniques suited 
for Betterplace. At the end, I knew what I was going to write down in my research, but I really underestimated the time I needed 
for this. When I was done, I wasn’t 100% satisfied with the result, so I redid some parts. With better planning, this could have 
been avoided. 

With the experience I gained from this internship, I hope to improve my planning in the future and not be overwhelmed by bad 
estimations.  
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